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Abstract
The popularity of using micro aerial vehicles
(MAV) in autonomous applications has in-
creased significantly over the years. The us-
age includes agriculture, search and rescue
operations, object’s inspection, environmen-
tal mapping. The main goal of autonomous
exploration is to produce a map of a priori
unknown environment by minimizing explo-
ration time and map uncertainty. Different
SLAM algorithms make a passive localization
and mapping by processing sensors’ informa-
tion while MAV is operating, whereas GPS
signal is most likely denied or very inaccu-
rate in the indoor environments. Navigation
algorithms are employed for path planning
with a goal to move MAV to required po-
sition as optimally as possible with the re-
spect to its model physics and controls, and
avoiding obstacles. Having mapping, local-
ization and navigation, the exploration algo-
rithms are used to find the best next view can-
didate to navigate MAV to in order to maxi-
mize the information gain of currently chosen
action. In this survey current state-of-the-art
methods and main problems of exploration
algorithms for the indoor environments are
reviewed.

Introduction

Autonomous exploration or active simultane-
ous localization and mapping (active SLAM,
ASLAM) classically consists of three compo-
nents: passive SLAM, next target estimation
and navigation. Passive SLAM is a maximum
a-posteriori (MAP) problem that is solved for
belief over current MAV pose and map using
KF, EKF, UDF or particle filters given sensor
information, odometry or control inputs. The
next exploration target is usually obtained by
calculating utility for target candidates which
are drawn using frontier-based methods. Since
exploration-based methods suffer from position
drift due to noisy sensors, loop closures are used
to mitigate that problem, making active SLAM
an exploration-exploitation dilemma [2].

Figure 1: Simultaneous localization and mapping.

Related works

Classical visual-based active SLAM solutions use
visual feature extraction from 2D images tech-
niques (e.g. ORB-SLAM3 (2021), RTAB-Map
(2019)), and by tracking these features over time
(FLANN, RANSAC) try to determine their po-
sition in space along with extrinsic parameters
(transformation from camera to world frame),
given camera intrinsic (focal length, field of view,
etc.) parameters.

Figure 2: Classical visual-based SLAM problems.

Figure 3: Feature matching on two images.

NN-based solutions uses DNN+RL on input im-
age and/or RGBD information to predict next
actions or directly predict map and robots pose.
DNNs are also used to determine next target
position [1]. Current state-of-the-art methods
on some tasks outperform classic active SLAM
methods trained on sufficient experience [3].
Figure 4: Comparison of Active Neural SLAM (ANS) and
Occupancy Anticipator (OccAnt) on Habitat simulator [3].

In recent years, navigation is added to the NN
stack along odometry, making deep RL solutions
end-to-end, and showing best results among
competitors in navigation to point and naviga-
tion to object (search) challenges (Habitat 2021).

Conclusions

Neural networks are getting popularity in explo-
ration and object search tasks. Navigation is
also added to NN stack. Mapping involved into
end-to-end makes the solution heavy [1], mod-
ular designs enables NN in active SLAM with
competition-winning solutions.
Figure 5: Map and robot pose predicted using neural net-
work.

AI-related techniques like occupancy anticipa-
tion gives great advantage of NN usage in
exploration setting comparing to classical ac-
tive SLAM methods. Other exploration-related
fields like object-search are gaining popularity
(Habitat 2019, 2020, 2021) which is not feasible
without object segmentation task.
Figure 6: Anticipation of unseen regions based on visual
context.

Future work

There are classical active SLAM solutions ap-
plied to MAV directly. New RL-based solutions
were applied on a ground setting employing a
2.5D map for simplicity. Regardingly, RL-based
active SLAM model in 3D environment for MAV
could be the next challenge to research.
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